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Experimental Studies of Anticipative Dynamics in Neuronal
Networks
José Jiun-Shian Wu*
Institute of Physics, Academia Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan 115,R.O.C.
* Presenting e-mail: coolneon@gmail.com

Understanding how neural systems integrate sensory signals to perceive time is a fundamental problem. However,
the basic neuronal mechanism of temporal perception is still far from clear. Currently, there is a debate on whether a
specialized clock is needed for time perception (TP). Our view is that TP can be a general property of neural networks
endowed with short-term synaptic plasticity (STSP) and enough recurrent connections. Recent simulation studies of
anticipative dynamics (one form of TP) support this later mechanism. The goals of our proposed experiments are: i)
to demonstrate that STSP is crucial in the anticipative dynamics in the retina of frogs and ii) to induce anticipative
dynamics in a cortical neuronal culture of rats by using a recently invented photo-sensitive technique based on the organic semi-conducting polymers, P3HT, and the optogenetic tool, Channelrhodosin-2. Since there are no special clock
circuits in the retina and the cortical culture, results our proposed works will help to clear some of the controversies
in the perception of time.

Temporal Correlations in Neuronal Spikes Induced by Noise
and Periodic Forcing
J. M. Aparicio Reinoso, M. C. Torrent and C. Masoller*
Departament de Fisica, Universitat Politecnica de Catalunya, Terrassa, Barcelona, Spain.
* Presenting e-mail: cristina.masoller@upc.edu

In sensory neurons the presence of noise can facilitate the detection of weak information-carrying signals [1], which
are encoded and transmitted via correlated sequences of spikes. Here we investigate relative temporal order in spike
sequences induced by a subthreshold periodic input, in the presence of white Gaussian noise. To simulate the spikes,
we use two neuron models (FitzHugh-Nagumo, FHN, and integrate-and-fire, IF), and to investigate the output sequence of inter-spike intervals (ISIs), we use the symbolic method of ordinal analysis [2]. This method transforms the
ISI sequence into a sequence of ordinal patterns, which are defined in terms of the relative ordering of consecutive ISIs.
We find different types of relative temporal order, in the form of preferred ordinal patterns which depend on both, the
strength of the noise and the period of the input signal [3]. We also demonstrate a resonance-like behavior, as certain
periods and noise levels enhance temporal ordering in the ISI sequence, maximizing the probability of the preferred
patterns. Our findings could be relevant for understanding the mechanisms underlying temporal coding, by which
single sensory neurons represent in spike sequences the information about weak periodic stimuli.
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Coexisting coherent and noncoherent subpopulations in networks of identical oscillators hitherto called as chimera
states [1-3] is intriguing, however, existence of such pattern is observed in many systems under both nonlocal coupling and global coupling. We reported [4] such chimera-like states in globally coupled oscillators under the influence
of both attractive and repulsive coupling, which is a common type of coupling in biological networks, in other words,
there they are called as excitatory and inhibitory coupling. We further extended this work to an ensemble of bursting
neurons taking the Hindamarsh-model as the dynamical units, however, using purely repulsive global coupling. We
find clear evidence of chimera-like states in a parameter space. Surprisingly, in the noncoherent subgroup of oscillators, we observe signatures of extreme event as intermittent extreme value amplitude of the dynamical variable in the
nearest neighbors of dynamical units. The temporal dynamics of the dynamical units in the noncohrent subgroup separately does not reveal signature of the extreme events, however, local mean-field as a microscopic dynamics clearly
shows large excursion from their average value that follows a log-tail Gaussian distribution.
To understand the mechanism of the coexisting extreme events, we took a simple two dynamical units’ model of
the Hindmarsh-Rose system under pure repulsive coupling which shows presence of extreme events. Two coupled
bursting neurons establish antiphase (out-of-phase) synchronization when the repulsive coupling strength crosses a
threshold. Near the threshold, the coupled dynamics shows intermittent jumps from the antiphase synchronization
manifold as large excursions. The large excursion amplitudes in a long run of the dynamical variable show dragon-king [5] like probability distribution with a long tail. For a network of large number oscillators, the coherent subpopulation is in regular dynamical state while the noncoherent population is in a chaotic mode where the temporal
dynamics of some of the oscillators intermittently jumps to large values. This is reflected as large excursion in their
mean field dynamics that follows non-Gaussian statistics.
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Semi-Analytical Approach to Criteria for Ignition of Excitation
Waves
B. Bezekci, I. Idris, R. D. Simitev, V. N. Biktashev*
College of Engineering, Mathematics and Physical Sciences, University of Exeter.
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We consider the problem of ignition of propagating waves in one-dimensional bistable or excitable systems by an
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instantaneous spatially extended stimulus. Earlier we proposed a method (Idris and Biktashev, PRL, vol 101, 2008,
244101) for analytical description of the threshold conditions based on an approximation of the (center-)stable manifold of a certain critical solution. Here we generalize this method to address a wider class of excitable systems, such
as multicomponent reaction-diffusion systems and systems with non-self-adjoint linearized operators, including systems with moving critical fronts and pulses. We also explore an extension of this method from a linear to a quadratic approximation of the (center-)stable manifold, resulting in some cases in a significant increase in accuracy. The
applicability of the approach is demonstrated on five test problems ranging from archetypal examples such as the
Zeldovich--Frank-Kamenetsky equation to near realistic examples such as the Beeler-Reuter model of cardiac excitation. While the method is analytical in nature, it is recognised that essential ingredients of the theory can be calculated
explicitly only in exceptional cases, so we also describe methods suitable for calculating these ingredients numerically.
rameter (See equation 1). In many experimental setups, a model that allows for couplings which include higher harmonics is needed, such as electrochemical oscillators and φ-Josephson junctions. Moreover, coupling terms can be
nonlinear functions of the order parameters. It has also been shown that such a model is microscopically equivalent to
a fully connected hypernetwork where interactions are via triplets.

Neuroprotective Role of Gap Junctions in a Neuron Astrocyte
Network Model
David Terman*
Dept. of Mathematics, Ohio State University, USA.
* Presenting e-mail: terman.1@osu.edu

A detailed biophysical model for a neuron/astrocyte network is developed in order to explore mechanisms responsible for the initiation and propagation of cortical spreading depolarizations and the role of astrocytes in
maintaining ion homeostasis, thereby preventing these pathological waves. Simulations of the model illustrate
how properties of spreading depolarizations, such as wave-speed and duration of depolarization, depend on
several factors, including the neuron and astrocyte Na-K ATPase pump strengths. In particular, we consider
the neuroprotective role of astrocyte gap junction coupling. The model demonstrates that a syncytium of electrically coupled astrocytes can maintain a physiological membrane potential in the presence of an elevated
extracellular potassium concentration and efficiently distribute the excess potassium across the syncytium.
This provides an effective neuroprotective mechanism for delaying or preventing the initiation of spreading
depolarizations.

Spike-Adding in Parabolic Bursting: the Role of Folded-Saddle
Canards
Mathieu Desroches*
Inria, Sophia Antipolis - Méditerranée, France.
* Presenting e-mail: mathieu.desroches@inria.fr

In this talk I will present a new approach to studying parabolic bursting. Looking at classical parabolic bursters such
as the Plant model from the perspective of slow-fast dynamics, reveals that the number of spikes per burst may vary
upon parameter changes. However the spike-adding process occurs in an explosive fashion that involves special
solutions called canards. This spike-adding canard explosion phenomenon can be analysed by using tools from geometric singular perturbation theory in conjunction with numerical bifurcation techniques. The bifurcation structure
persists across all considered parabolic bursters, namely the Plant model and the Baer-Rinzel-Carillo phase model.
That is, spikes within the burst are incremented via the crossing of an excitability threshold given by a particular
type of canard orbit, namely the true canard of a folded-saddle singularity. Using these findings, a new polynomial
approximation of the Plant model is constructed, which retains all the key elements for parabolic bursting including
spike-adding transitions organized by folded-saddle canards. Finally, I will briefly explain the presence of canard-mediated spike-adding transitions in planar phase models of parabolic bursting, namely the theta model (or Atoll model)
by Ermentrout and Kopell.
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Fluorescence imaging is an important tool in examining Ca2+ -dependent machinery of synaptic transmission. Classically, deriving the kinetics of free Ca2+ from the fluorescence recorded inside small cellular structures has relied on
singe-compartment models of Ca2+ entry, buffering and removal. In many cases, steady-state approximation of Ca2+
binding reactions in such a model allows elegant analytical solutions for the Ca2+ kinetics in question1-3. However,
the fast rate of action potential driven Ca2+ influx can be comparable with the rate of Ca2+ buffering inside the synaptic
terminal. In this case, computations that reflect non-stationary changes in the system might be required for obtaining essential information about rapid transients of intracellular free Ca2+ refs4-6. Based on the experimental data we
propose an improved procedure to evaluate the underlying presynaptic Ca2+ kinetics. We show that in most cases the
non-stationary single compartment model provides accurate estimates of action-potential evoked presynaptic Ca2+
concentration transients, similar to that obtained with the full 3D diffusion model. Based on this we develop a computational tool aimed at stochastic optimisation and cross-validation of the kinetic parameters based on a single set of
experimental conditions. The proposed methodology provides robust estimation of Ca2+ kinetics even when a priori
information about endogenous Ca2+ buffering is limited.
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The study of the synchronization patterns of small neuron networks that control several biological processes has
become an interesting growing discipline (Wojcik et al., 2014). The development of new methods to help in the visualization and location of these synchronization patterns is currently a quite important task. A direct approach to study
bursting rhythmic patterns of small neuron networks (see (Wojcik et al., 2014)) is the analysis of fixed points (FPs) and
invariant cycles (ICs) in the Poincare return map for phase lags between neurons. That is, in a 3-cell network, we take
one cell as the reference one and we study the phase lags φ_21, φ_31. With these data for several initial phase lags, we
can generate a bidimensional picture with the evolution of the delays showing the convergence to different rhythmic
patterns. Using the combination of these techniques we are able to aggregate big data to parametrically continue FPs
and ICs of the maps and to fully disclose their bifurcation unfoldings as the network configuration is varied (Barrio et
al., 2015). In Fig. 1 we show how the use of these techniques may reveal (Barrio et al., 2015) the existence of heteroclinic
cycles (it is shown the previous limit cycle before the bifurcation giving rise to the heteroclinic cycle) between saddle
fixed points (FP) and invariant circles (IC) in a 3-cell Central Pattern Generator (CPG) network of leech heart neurons.
Such a cycle underlies a robust “jiggling” behavior in bursting synchronization (Barrio et al., 2015).
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Fig. 1. Evolution of the time delays after the Andronov-Hopf bifurcation in a 3-cell network of leech heart neurons

Some of these synchronization patterns of individual neurons are related with some undesirable neurologic diseases,
and they are believed to play a crucial role in the emergence of pathological rhythmic brain activity in different diseases, like Parkinson’s disease. We show how, with a suitable combination of short and weak global inhibitory and excitatory stimuli over the network, we can switch between different stable bursting patterns in small neuron networks (in
our case a 3-neuron network). We have developed a systematic study (Lozano et al., 2016) showing and explaining the
effects of applying the pulses at different moments. Moreover, we apply the technique on a completely symmetric network and on a slightly perturbed one (a more realistic situation). The approach of using global stimuli, as in the case
of applying a current or a chemical substance to all the network, allows one to avoid undesirable synchronization patterns with nonaggressive stimuli. In Fig. 2 we show the result of the use of the global stimuli to the symmetric network.

Fig. 2. Different synchronization patterns and the result of the application of the control strategy to the network

The control technique takes advantage of the information given by detailed biparametric “roadmaps” (Barrio &
Shilnikov, 2011; Barrio et al., 2014). Such a roadmap provides an exhaustive information (Wojcik et al., 2014) about the
dynamics of a single neuron that one must have in order to build small neuron networks and to study rhythmogenesis
in central pattern generators (CPG).
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The actual problem of current research in cognitive activity is the study of the organization of different forms of thinking. J. P. Guilford introduced the concepts of convergent and divergent thinking, representing a fundamentally different form of solution to the problem: in the first case, the goal is to find the only correct solution to the problem, while
the second - generation of set of alternative ideas [2]. A quantitative measure of the success of convergent thinking (CT)
can be considered as the level of intelligence, since it used the criterion of measuring the only answer; the effectiveness of divergent thinking (DT) can estimate the parameters of creativity: fluency generation of ideas and originality.
Transition from convergent to divergent thinking in creative problem solving, as well as different points of view on
the relationship of intelligence and creativity [4, 7] induce the question about the causes of these differences, which can
be resolved at the neurophysiological level. In this regard, the aim of the work was to study the relation of intelligence
and changes of bioelectrical activity of the cerebral cortex in convergent and divergent thinking.
The study involved 46 students of NSTU. Verbal, figurative and arithmetic components of intelligence were determined by Amthauer’s test. To register 19-channell EEG, the program “Mitsar EEG-201” (St. Petersburg, Russia) was
used. EEG was recorded in three functional states: baseline, in situations of CT (sequential addition in the mind of the
prime numbers) and DT (decision of heuristic problem). Throughout all experimental conditions (resting, CT, and
DT) participants had their eyes closed. Data processing was based on 30 artifact-free EEG signals with Han windowed
epochs of 2 s. The averaged spectral power density for the six frequency ranges from delta to beta 2 using fast Fourier
transformation was calculated.
CT-induced EEG changes were found in the delta and theta range with increased power delta rhythm, significant for
left-hemispheric activity and theta rhythm - the right hemisphere. Delta oscillations during DT increased in both the
left and right hemisphere, another EEG correlate of DT was to strengthen the right-hemispheric alpha 2oscillations.
The analysis of regional effects showed that the increase of CT associated delta rhythm was represented in the frontal
areas, whereas DT - covering widespread cortical areas. The right hemispheric increase of alpha2 rhythm during DT
was presented in posterior cortex whereas the left hemispheric effect as compared to the CT was generalized. Given
that the change in the power of delta rhythm is associated with “internal” attention while enhancing cognitive load [3],
we can conclude that the solution of the heuristic task requires the use of large brain resources, combining the functions of both hemispheres, and changes in the theta rhythm in the CT can be explained by increased support attention
needed to perform arithmetic operations and preservation in the working memory of intermediate summation results
[6]. DT related changes of alpha2 activity are consistent with the concepts of “defocused” or internal attention required
finding an original idea [1,5].
It was found significant positive relationship between the arithmetic intelligence and the success of CT (calculated
amount) (see Figure), and between verbal or figurative and spatial components of the intelligence and efficiency of
DT (originality of ideas).
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a)

b)

Figure 1. Relationships between convergent thinking efficiency (CT) and arithmetic intelligence (IQar) (a) and between efficiency
of divergent thinking (DT) and spatial intelligence (IQs) (b)

Different patterns of correlation between IQ and EEG characteristics, registered at the CT or DT were obtained. The
right hemispheric delta rhythm during CT was negatively associated with IQar. The alpha 2 in DT correlated with IQs
and verbal intelligence component (IQv), this negative relationship was shown for the activity and the left and right
hemispheres. Negative correlations between IQv and bilateral alpha 2 were significant for the CT.
In line with the detected correlation between IQ and an efficiency of CT and DT on the one hand, or EEG correlates
of these forms of thinking - on the other, it is possible to conclude that the degree of functional activation cortex varies
depending on the intellectual abilities, and a large activation represents lower IQ. Hemispheric brain activity during
DM associated with IQv and IQs whereas during CT - with IQar and IQv. These effects indicate that the different
components of IQ modulated thinking strategies to achieve efficient execution of tasks of different types.
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Modelling Noise-Induced Escape Problems in Networks
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Mathematical models of excitable cells, such as neurones, are often characterised by different dynamic regimes, such
as alternating excited and rest states. The transient dynamics responsible for the transition between dynamic states
are often discounted or overlooked. Analysis of the transition between dynamic states is crucial to understanding the
evolution of epileptic seizures or the initiation of tremors associated with Parkinson’s disease.
We consider a phenomenological model of seizure initiation of coupled bi-stable oscillators (represented by a subcritical bifurcation normal form) with noise. Using dynamical systems analysis and numerical simulations we investigate emergent transient dynamics for small motif networks of this model. Specifically, we build small dynamically
perturbed motif networks and consider the effect of network structure, noise and separation of timescales on the exit
(escape)-time problem.
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Introduction
Mode-locking is a powerful technique to generate ultrashort optical pulses, which are used in numerous applications [1].
The most common way to model semiconductor mode-locked lasers is based on the use of the so-called traveling wave
equations [2], a system of PDEs governing the space-time evolution of the amplitudes of two counter-propagating waves
in the laser cavity coupled to the carrier density in the semiconductor medium. An alternative and simpler approach to
the analysis of mode-locking based on a system of delay differential equations (DDEs) was proposed in [3]. Later a modification of DDE model was applied to describe the dynamics of Fourier domain mode-locked (FDML) [4] and sliding
frequency mode-locked [5] lasers used in optical coherence tomography. However, despite of a remarkable success of
the DDE model in describing the dynamics of mode-locked and FDML lasers, this model does not take into account such
important phenomenon as chromatic dispersion of the intracavity media. In order to fill this gap, here we develop a new
model of an FDML laser that takes into account chromatic dispersion of the fiber delay line. This is a system of DDEs,
which in addition to a fixed delay contains a distributed delay term and can be reduced to an infinite chain of delay differential equations with a single fixed delay.

Model equations and CW stability analysis
We consider a multimode ring-cavity laser with the round trip time T consisting of a short semiconductor optical amplifier (SOA) gain section, linear frequency selective spectral filter, and a long dispersive fiber delay line [4]. We assume that
this delay line is described by linear equations that account for the dispersion produced by a single detuned Lorentzian
absorption line. Using the lumped element method together with the approach described in [3] we derive the following
set of two differential equations for the amplitude of the electric field A and saturable gain G:

Here the „polarization“ P(t) is given by

Using the DDE model (1)-(3) we have performed analytical stability analysis of the continuous wave (CW) laser operation regimes in the limit of large delay time T, when the eigenvalues belonging to the so-called pseudo-continuous
spectrum can be represented in the form: λ=iμ+Λ/T+O(1/T2) [6]. We have shown that in the case of sufficiently strong
anomalous dispersion (Ω<0) all the CW solutions are modulationally unstable. Furthermore, both normal and anomalous dispersion can cause instability close to the lasing thresghold. Finally, we have derived a necessary condition for
the stability of CW solutions with respect to modulational instability, which resembles similar condition for the complex
Ginzburg-Landau equation.

Conclusion
We have developed a DDE model of a multimode laser taking into account the chromatic dispersion of the fiber delay
line and studied analytically the stability of CW regimes in this model in the limit of large delay time. We have demonstrated that in the anomalous dispersion regime a CW operation can be destabilized. Our DDE FDML laser model (1)-(3)
satisfies automatically the causality principle and contains a distributed delay term similar to the one introduced in [7].
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However, unlike the model discussed in [7], our model provides an explicit analytical description of the linear response
function in (3) and, therefore, allows performing analytical stability analysis of the CW solutions. Apart from FDML
lasers the approach discussed here can be applied to study the dynamics of mode-locked photonic crystal [7] and other
types of multimode lasers.
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Optimal Extraction of Collective Rhythmicity from Unreliable
EEG Channels
Justus Schwabedal*
Max-Planck-Institute for the Physics of Complex Systems,Germany.
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I present a novel data-processing method that facilitates the detection and analysis of the irregular-oscillatory dynamics. The method is particularly useful to EEG analysis, as I will demonstrate in polysomnographic EEG recordings. By
design, the method copes well with unreliable recordings showing fluctuating signal amplitude, phase offsets, and substantial amounts of measurement noise. Under such relatively general conditions, I will show that the method optimally
enhances a rhythm of interest, and demonstrate its use by the detection and analysis of EEG sleep spindles.

Active Wireless Networks for Experimental Study in Neuroscience
A.S. Dmitriev*, R.Y. Emelyanov, M.Yu. Gerasimov
Institute of Radio Engineering and Electronics. VA Kotelnikov RAS,
Moscow Institute of Physics and Technology
* Presenting e-mail: chaos@cplire.ru

The report examines the active wireless network, which can serve as an experimental tool in the study of various
objects in neurodynamics. The network combines the nodes on which digital or analog neuron model (if necessary
this may be living neurons), and programmable connections between them, which are implemented through wireless
channels can be implemented. The latter circumstance allows the implementation of any type of connection (Linear.
Non-linear, with delay, etc.) with any desired topology As an example, the modeling of the phenomenon of chimeras
in the system of coupled oscillators is presented.
Chimeras - a popular and interesting phenomenon in the oscillator system [1], which are mainly studying by computer simulation. Experimental study of chimeras, in particular, in small ensembles requires special experimental setups. The active wireless network [2] is used as such experimental equipment in the report. Experiments were carried
out with small ensemble of coupled oscillators. Ensemble of six phase oscillators [3] was using as the study system:
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where g(φ) = − sin(φ − α) + r sin(2φ) is coupling strength function, i = 1, . . . , 3, j = 0, 1.
Thus, the ensemble consists of two groups of three oscillators, the oscillators within the group connected with coupling
coefficient equal 1 and oscillators of the various groups - with coupling coefficient ε. This ensemble demonstrates
chimeric state in which one part of the oscillators is synchronized in frequency, and the other part of the oscillators
– no. Each active node in the wireless network is implemented as a pair of ultra-wideband wireless transceiver and
the connected actuator. The actuator is a card equipped with a microcontroller, as a calculating device, and multicolor LEDs as a visualization tool. To simulate an ensemble of coupled oscillators, each oscillator in the experiments
of the ensemble is associated with a node is an active network. The equation of the oscillator are integrated on the
microcontroller, the communication between the oscillators are realized through wireless channels, and the oscillator
phase is visualized by means of colored LEDs. This approach allows an arbitrary network topology and a visual
demonstration of dynamic patterns of the ensemble.
The report examines the technique of modeling with the help of the active wireless network, the experimental results
of the observation of different dynamic regimes of the ensemble and their analysis.
The study was performed by a grant from the Russian Science Foundation (Project № 16-19-00084)
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It is known that hypercycles are sensitive to the so-called parasites and short-circuits. While the impact of parasites has
been widely investigated for well-mixed and spatial hypercycles, the effect of short-circuits in hypercycles remains
poorly understood. In this talk we will present, briefly, a description of the mean field and spatial dynamics of two
small, asymmetric hypercycles with short-circuits: first, we consider a 2-member hypercycle with one of the species
containing an autocatalytic loop, which represents the simplest case with a short-circuit; second, we add a third species which closes the 3-member hypercycle and preserving the initial autocatalytic short-circuit and the 2-member
inner cycle. We characterize the bifurcations and transitions involved in the dominance of the short-circuits and in
hypercycles’ size. The spatial simulations reveal a random-like and mixed distribution of the hypercycle species in the
all-species coexistence scenario, ruling out the presence of large-scale spatial patterns such as spirals or spots typical
of larger hypercycles. MonteCarlo simulations reveal a drastic decrease of the probability of finding stable hypercycles
with short-circuits when passing from the 2-member to the 3-member scenario.
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Background
Hair cells are mechanoreceptors which transduce mechanical vibrations to electrical signals in peripheral organs of
senses of hearing and balance in vertebrates. Somatic cell motility and active motility of the hair bundle, mechanically sensitive structure on the hair cell apex, are two main mechanisms by which hair cells can amplify mechanical
stimuli. In amphibians and some reptiles active processes in hair cells result in noisy mechanical oscillation of hair
bundles, which may lead to frequency selective amplification. The same cells often demonstrate spontaneous electrical oscillation of their somatic potentials, a signature of yet another amplification mechanism. Functional role of
voltage oscillation is not well understood.

Aims and Methods
We use computational modeling to address the following questions: (i) how the interaction of two distinct unequally noisy oscillators, mechanical and electrical, embedded in the hair cell, affect its spontaneous dynamics; (ii) how
synchronous oscillatory activity helps to battle inevitable noise, and (iii) shapes sensitivity of amphibian hair cells to
external mechanical signals. The model employs a Hodgkin-Huxley-type system for the basolateral electrical compartment [1] and a nonlinear hair bundle oscillator for the mechanical compartment [2], which are coupled bidirectionally. In the model, forward coupling is provided by the mechanoelectrical transduction current, flowing from the
hair bundle to the cell soma. Backward coupling is due to reverse electromechanical transduction, whereby variations
of the membrane potential affect adaptation processes in the hair bundle.

Conclusions
Despite noise, the stochastic hair bundle oscillations can be synchronized by external periodic force of few pN amplitude in a finite range of control parameters of the model. Furthermore, the hair bundle oscillations can be synchronized by oscillating receptor voltage [3]. Electrical and mechanical self-oscillations can result from bidirectional
coupling [4], and their coherence of can be maximized by tuning the coupling strengths [4,5]. Consistent with previous
experimental work [6], the model demonstrates that dynamical regimes of the hair bundle change in response to variations in the conductances of basolateral ion channels [4]. We show that sensitivity of the hair cell to weak mechanical
stimuli can be maximized by varying coupling strengths, and that stochasticity of the hair bundle compartment is a
limiting factor of the sensitivity [4].
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The perception of ambiguous images [1, 2] is just one, but a very exciting task among an enormous number of open
problems which appeared during recent intensive brain studies. Visual perception was often studied through perceptual
alternations while observing ambiguous images [3, 4], although perceptual alternations were also described for other
modalities [4]. This phenomenon is also tightly connected with the problem of the categorical perception [17]. Though
the underlying mechanism of image recognition is not yet well understood, the metastable visual perception is known
to engage a distributed network of occipital, parietal and frontal cortical areas [5]. The generally accepted concept that
throws light on this phenomenon involves noise inherent to neural brain cells activity, whose origin may be explained
as the result of random neuron spikes [6]. Internal noise seems to play a crucial role in brain dynamics related to both
the perception activity and other brain functions [4–6]. Different manifestations of stochastic processes in brain were extensively studied, including the perception of ambiguous images, in terms of simple stochastic processes like the Wiener
process from the viewpoint of statistical properties [3–6]. At the moment, the important problem lies in developing ways
to quantitatively measure noise characteristics that can open up plenty of new opportunities both in a study of the brain
functionality and a diagnosis of its pathologies.
In the present work, we develop the quantitative theory and propose the experimental technique for measuring noise
intensity related to the perception of ambiguous images. Both our theoretical findings and the proposed experimental
approach are proved by psychological experiments.
The experimental studies were performed in accordance to the ethical standards. Forty healthy subjects from a group of
unpaid volunteers, male and female, between the ages of 20 and 45 with the normal or corrected-to-normal visual acuity
participated in the experiments. As an ambiguous image, we used the Necker cube illusion. The contrast of the three
middle lines centered in the left middle corner, IЄ[0; 1], was considered as a control parameter. During the experiment
Necker cube images with different wireframe contrasts, i.e. with the different values of the control parameter I (Fig. 1),
were repeatedly showed to a person in a random sequence, with each cube being placed in the middle of a computer
screen as black lines on a white background. All participants were well aware about two possible orientations of the
Necker cube, and both were really seen by all of them. All participants were instructed to press either the left or the right
key on the control panel according to their first visual impression (left-oriented cube (Fig. 1(a)) or right-oriented cube (Fig.
1(e), respectively). Both the image presentation and the recording of personal responses were accomplished with the help
of the equipment being a part of Electroencephalograph-recorder Encephalan-EEGR-19/26 (Medicom MTD).
a		
b
c
d
e

Fig.1. Examples of distinct Necker cube images with different wireframe contrasts characterized by control parameter I
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Contrary to the traditional approach in our study we mainly focus on the theoretical and quantitative description as well as on the experimental measurement of the concrete relevant factor of the brain activity,
namely, on the noise intensity characterizing the stochastic processes in the brain. Based on the methods
of statistical physics, we develop a theory which helped us to derive the analytical (not empirical) expression for the experimental data and measure the noise intensity characterizing the stochastic processes
in the brain. Also EEG recording volunteers were studied on the wavelet base [7]. Investigations have
allowed revealing characteristic patterns for the perception of the Necker cube with different parameter
I. The developed theory provides the solid experimentally approved basis for further understanding of
brain functionality. We expect that our work will be interesting and useful for scientists carrying out interdisciplinary research at the cutting edge of physics, neurophysiology and medicine.
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We report chimeralike states in an ensemble of oscillators using a type of global coupling consisting of two components:
attractive and repulsive mean-field feedback. We identify the existence of two types of chimeralike states in a bistable
Li´enard system; in one type, both the coherent and the incoherent populations are in chaotic states (which we refer to
as chaos-chaos chimeralike states) and, in another type, the incoherent population is in periodic state while the coherent
population has irregular small oscillation. We find a metastable state in a parameter regime of the Li´enard system where
the coherent and noncoherent states migrate in time from one to another subpopulation. The relative size of the incoherent subpopulation, in the chimeralike states, remains almost stable with increasing size of the network. The generality of
the coupling configuration in the origin of the chimeralike states is tested, using a second example of bistable system, the
van der Pol-Duffing oscillator where the chimeralike states emerge as weakly chaotic in the coherent subpopulation and
chaotic in the incoherent subpopulation. Furthermore, we apply the coupling, in a simplified form, to form a network of
the chaotic R¨ossler system where both the noncoherent and the coherent subpopulations show chaotic dynamics.
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Rhythmic motor behaviors such as heartbeat, respiration, chewing, and locomotion on land and in water are produced by networks of cells called central pattern generators (CPGs). A CPG is a neural microcircuit of cells whose
interactions can autonomously generate an array of polyrhythmic patterns of activity that determine motor behaviors
in animals and humans. Modeling studies have proven to be useful to gain insights into operational principles of
CPGs. Although various models, reduced and feasible, of specific CPGs have been developed, it remains unclear how
the CPGs achieve the level of robustness and stability observed in nature. Whereas a dedicated CPG generates a single
pattern robustly, a multifunctional CPG can flexibly produce distinct rhythms, such as temporally distinct swimming
and versus crawling locomotion, and alternation of direction of blood circulation in leeches. Switching between various attractors of a CPG network causes switching between locomotion behaviors. Each attractor is associated with
a definite rhythm running on a specific time scale with well-defined and robust phase lags among the constituting
neurons. The emergence of synchronous rhythms in neural networks is closely related to temporal characteristics of
coupled neurons due to intrinsic properties and types of synaptic coupling, which can be inhibitory, excitatory and
electrical, fast and slow.
We are interested in exploring repetitive dynamics generated by constituent building blocks, or ``motifs’’ that make
up more complex CPG circuits, and the dynamic principles underlying more general multi-stable rhythmic patterns.
We have considered the range of basic motifs comprising three and four biophysical cells and their synapses, chemical inhibitory, excitatory and electrical, and how those relate, and can be understood and generalized onto from the
known principles of minimal motifs.
We have developed a novel dynamical and bifurcation framework combining analytical approaches and computational tools to in-detail study oscillatory networks constituted by endogenously bursting, tonic spiking neurons and
network bursters. The approaches let us reduce the problem of the stability and existence of bursting and other oscillatory rhythms generated by networks to bifurcation analysis of fixed points and invariant circles of Poincare return
maps measuring the phase lags between the burst initiations in the neuro. The structure of the phase space of the map
reflects all significant characteristics of the state space of the given network. Equipped with the powerful apparatus
of such return maps we are able to predict and identify the set of robust bursting outcomes of CPGs, differentiated
by phase-locked or periodically varying lags that correspond to stable fixed point and/or invariant circle attractors of
the map. Comprehensive simulations of the transient phasic relationships in the network are based on the delayed
release of cells from a suppressed, hyperpolarized state, and allow for thorough exploration of network dynamics
with spiking and bursting cell.
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The reaction-diffusion-mechanics models are the models used to describe self-consistent electromechanical
activity in a cardiac muscle. Such models couples two mechanisms of signal spreading in the tissue: the slow
(reaction-diffusion) spreading of electrical excitation and the fast (almost instantaneous) spreading of mechanical deformations. This coupling may significantly modify the electrical excitation spreading and corresponding contractile activity with emergence of new spatiotemporal structures and patterns, which modification is
not yet completely understood even in the one-dimensional case of a single muscle fiber. We propose clear
convenient model which allows one to study the electromechanical activity of such a fiber in relation to the
mechanical parameters of fiber fixation (such as stiffness of tissue fixation and the applied mechanical load,
which can be easily controlled in experiments). Using this model, we determine and analyze the physical
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origin of the primary dynamical effects which can be caused by electromechanical coupling and mechanoelectrical feedback in a cardiac tissue.
On the basis of the reaction-diffusion-mechanics model with the self-consistent electromechanical coupling,
we have numerically analyzed the emergence of structures and wave propagation in the excitable contractile fiber for various contraction types (isotonic, isometric, and auxotonic) and electromechanical coupling
strengths. We have identified two main regimes of excitation spreading along the fiber: (i) the common quasi-steady-state propagation and (ii) the simultaneous ignition of the major fiber part and have obtained the
analytical estimate for the boundary between the regimes in the parameter space. The uncommon oscillatory
regimes have been found for the FitzHugh-Nagumo-like system: (i) the propagation of the soliton-like waves
with the boundary reflections and (ii) the clusterized self-oscillations. The single space-time localized stimulus
has been shown to be able to induce long-lasting transient activity as a result of the after-excitation effect when
the just excited fiber parts are reexcited due to the electromechanical global coupling. The results obtained
demonstrate the wide variety of possible dynamical regimes in the electromechanical activity of the cardiac
tissue and the significant role of the mechanical fixation properties (particularly, the contraction type), which
role should be taken into consideration in similar studies. In experiments with isolated cardiac fibers and cells,
these parameters can be relatively easily controlled, which opens a way to assess electrical and mechanical
parameters of the fibers and cells through analysis of dynamical regimes as dependent on fixation stiffness
and external force. In real heart, high blood pressure and hindered blood flow play similar role to the applied
external force and increased fixation stiffness. Our results provide a hint of how such global (i.e., associated
with the large areas of the heart tissue) parameters can affect the heart electrical and contraction activity.

Chaos & Biological Information Processing: Coarse-Graining,
Rough Set Approximations and Quantum Cognition in Decision
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Aims
The role of chaos in biological information processing has been established as an important breakthrough of nonlinear
dynamics, after the early pioneering work of J.S. Nicolis [1] (and notably in neuroscience by the work of Walter J. Freeman
and co-workers spanning more than three decades, see Chapter 13 by Walter J. Freeman in [1]). Yet the models describing
apprehension, judgment and decision making in various populations of biological systems, be it a large collective of neural
networks, a colony of ants, a hive of bees or other communities of `agents’, do not readily accommodate such an insight.
With this work we aim at bridging this gap by considering recent advances in apprehension and judgment (see Chapter
15, by T. Arrechi in [1]). We propose a scheme [2] that underlies the mechanism of classification in judgememt and decision
making, under uncertainty and conflict, by utilizing coarse-graining techniques from chaotic dynamics [5] based in `roughset’ theory with self-referential, non-linear, feed-back loops.

Methods
Our methods derive from an interdisciplinary framework combining tools from statistical mechanics, dynamical system theory
and in particular coarse-graining (via ‘rough-set’ approximation) computational techniques. We use data coming from experiments targeted on recording populations of neurons under controlled decision-making processes. We have identified the basis of
this scheme as compatible with the principles of quantum cognition [4] and investigated the properties of it’s logical structure as
an orthomodular lattice known from Quantum Logic. Bayesian inference based on the upper/lower approximation selects the
modification and/or replacement of the algorithms for decision-making by a composition of two different equivalence relations.

Results
At this stage we have identified a minimal model for apprehension and judgment and interpreted data from human subjects
[2]. The proposed ‘non-algorithmic jumps’ reveal the associated quantum-like effects reported in the literature. The composition of the two kinds of equivalence relations, leads to a logic structure expressed as an orthomodular lattice. Conversely it
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reveals that the modification or replacement of algorithms (i.e. replacement of equivalence relations) is affected by the reported
quantum-like effects. Crowds of cortical neurons ‘the workspace’ provide the substratum, in terms of complexity flexibility,
adaptability and plasticity, for collective agreement and synchronization in both instances of apprehension and judgment. A
fascinating question that results from this line of investigations is whether or not this is the only such substratum in existence.
Research in collective decision-making and event-anticipation in collectives, other than groups of neurons, i.e. super-organisms
of social animals such as bee-hives, ant-colonies and other model systems [3,4,6] reveal certain analogies in recruiting, reinforcement and consensus building. Our approach instigates research toward this kind of investigations.

Conclusions
Given the successful synergy of mathematical, agent-based simulations and biological experiments in a common research platform a useful extension is to augment the setting in [3] with feedback mechanisms which can control the
experimental constrains and launch trials according to the outcome of an in-situ monitoring. Results based on other biological models and neural networks enrich this research program [3,6]. In view of recent developments in data collecting
& processing technology and the important advances in coarse-graining methods (especially in relation to autonomous
agents and neural populations [6]) emphasis is to be placed in the complexity of the underlying dynamics. For example the role of the group’s size, the complexity of the units or their propensities and their differentiation, the trends for
forming sub-groups, clustering & cliques, environmental and dynamical constrains etc. By its nature such a `research
platform’ can only be truly interdisciplinary and fully integrated as a complex-system lab or network of such [3,6].
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